Introducing our newest innovation, the Autoflator. The newest addition to our Mobile Air series, the Autoflator allows users to be truly mobile while inflating heavyweight airbags for railcar loading.

Traditional loading requires loaders to hold down the airbag inflator trigger the entire time an airbag is inflating, which results in a loss of productivity. With the Autoflator, the loader can press the foot pedal to start the inflation process and walk away to resume other job duties. The inflator will turn off automatically once the airbag has reached its optimal pressure.

The Autoflator is designed with the safety of the end user in mind by removing the loader from the inflation area. Loaders can stand safely out of the zone of inflation, increasing safety at the dock. The unit operates on a clean/dry compressed air source and requires no batteries.

- Increases loader productivity
- Turns off automatically
- No batteries needed
- No recharging or downtime
- Optimizes dock safety
- Set to your desired pressure
Features:
- 20 foot coiled hose
- Ergonomic foot pedal - no bending
- Powder painted safety orange
- One year limited warranty

Specifications:
- Max Pressure: 15 PSIG
- Hose Length: 20 ft
- Unit Weight: 25 lbs
- Unit Part Number: Autoflator MA2000

Part Numbers:
- Autoflator Unit MA2000
- Single Cart - MA 2010
- Double Cart - MA 2020
- Triple Cart - MA 2030